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1. Iconicity of Sign Languages: State of the Problem
To dene iconicity a-prion‘, by means of the similarity between linguistic signs and

referred objects, or rather the reference, is to risk a return to a prestructural epistemology
in which language appears as a “bag of words” aiming at expressing a precoded universe
made up of pre-existing objects. Recall that, in a structural context, objects only attain
existence because there are words ofwhich, quoting Lacan, “the concept is the time of the
object,” and because the referent, a term excluded from Saussurian thought on the sign, is
whatcomes afterwards, amore or less successful application orprojectionofanorganization
of a sign system in the extralinguistic universe. The question of what iconicity constitutes
is, therefore, notpertinent; oneneedonlynotehow Saussurerefutes thecaseofonomatopoeias.

However, in the case of the Sign languages, as practiced by the Deaf, similarity might
apply to most of the lexical items. Consequently, iconicity, as a general principle of
functioning, makes these objects quite problematic.

It is not surprising from their subject that the well-known Procrustean bed applies to
them, going from extreme trivialisation (most of the research carried out in the world on
Sign Languages still concerns their “phonological” level, removing the refractory structures
from the pantomime ) to at and plain rejection (haunted by iconicity, the Sign Languages
would have been improperly classied in the collection of languages).

Now, neither of these hypotheses agrees with a patient observation of facts. The Sign
Languages are victims (that they are not the only ones is hardly a consolation), either of
hurry (the submission to “publish or perish”), of too much exteriority (fear of the terrain),
or of an excess of loyalty to received education (the thought of the Masters should not be
exposed to questioning because of a disturbing observation).

Our “ecological” comments do not condemn us entirely to a total relativism, and we
think that it is possible to elevate oneself above a comment. Yet, we have thought it
worthwhile to embark on our reection by stating the question: “iconic with respect to
Whom?”, rather than “with respect to what?”, a much more subtle question and one we will

‘This chapter was translated from French by Dominic G. Bouwhuis and Sylvie Mozziconacci at
the Institute for Perception Research/IPO, Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
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attempt to answer in closin ' ' ' - - -

linguistic nature of the objet%t::)1r:edld§i:elcStssl(oIiie::1lf: z:f1l(ei1(_:sIft(E>H§(f1§11(el[1;<)S¢g:_SI:§ gefaq the
iconicity in itself. After all, a description of a dining room by Balzac is for a Frenclie ls no
ofa rare iconicity, if one understands by it the matching of the representation of th reader
with the extralinguistic experience transmitted by the author. But for this it is ne e reader
postulate a shared linguistic knowledge (see also Hill, and Taylor & Wau h ljhlscsiary to

This is basically the most troubling aspect of Sign Languages
becgalise thee ume).

PF¢tlCe Of sign languagepemiits the deafto have easy and effective exchanges with gllurrent
practicing any other sign language. Having been a witness ofmultiple ocuirences and b}e('me
fascinated by this global communication without linguistic barriers dining intemati mil
encounters, programmed or fortuitous, I will target the analysis on the fonnal nature ofotliis

‘l
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spongy, etc. In addition, some of these characteristics can be combined. The movement

represents the evolution of the form in space, (diminishing, ending in a point, sinuous, etc.)

at a particular moment.
The limited inventory of the congurations of the hand (one cannot do everything)

approximately the same for each ofour infomiants, maps, paradoxically, onto a continuum

(imagine for example the specication of thickness).

These descriptors can substitute themselves entirely for the standard lexicon; to do

so is even characteristic of a successful story. Thus, a story introducing two dogs describes

them without utilizing the standard sign [DOG]. Similarly, in another story the series:

“shape covering the thighs” (shorts), “square on breast level” (the logo of the Soccer

Federation), “an object set in motion by the hand and tiuning around it” (the whistle), is
shared 1' ' ti kn 1

_lnguis c ow edge
i preferred to the standard sign [ARBITER or REFEREE].

t .

In all language activities descriptors can be associated with the social code; e.g.
2. Classification Of lCO|1lC Stl'l.lClIUl'9S “grand piano:” standard spatialized sign [PIANO] + contour specier (index nger of the

dominant hand, with appropriate movement).While it is always embarrassin to make a cho' -

and ¢0mmunicative situations, it apiears from Omlfbaggsggzleslgif:g:2:e€SOfr%1s[erS The presence of descriptors in a story-telling activity corresponds frquently to

Sign L3-I1g11age(FSL) are composed ofSpecic elements that are less O a u n (‘in {ench Sp0ken utterances like: “it’s a...”, or “This is the story Of...” or “The sto1'Y haPPens in or at”
decode by the weavers of the lp q e an easier to when they take place at the beginning of the story. They indicate the appearance of one of

0 er anguage activities. the two types of a fundamental structure, the transfer, which is specialized for theThe Deaf of different linguistic communities abandon the standard lex' f rh '1 .

con 0 6“ construction of a reference.respective lan h - - -guages w en they are communicatmg with each other and use those
l1'U - - - .§rhi;:Er;s(;ppropnate to the narrative register, common to all Sign Languages in the W0r1d_ 2 .1 .2 SITUATIONAL TRANSFER

c oteolmy, coupledwith a cnteiion based on the utilization ofdiscrete and non; In the first type of transfer, a situational transfer, the signer aims at an iconic
onns, lows us to distinguish between three levels of iconicity. . reproduction in the space in front ofhim of scenes, seen in some way from afar. The signs

represent generally the spatial displacement of an actor with respect to a stable point in
2.1 First order Iconicity

FirSt_Ord . . . . _
space. The non-dominant hand represents the location, wluch is structurally obhgatory but

desffégglglglg/S15 E1:-iicterlztlid by non-discrete hnguistic elements, that defy an often appears irrelevant to the content of the narrative. Thus, in “ an animate human walks

..desCriptO1_S,, are massivelp Ogre umts. These. elements, which we have tenned down the stairs” the non-dominant hand stands for either a door or the wall of the staircase.
The; 1:; then in narrative activities and substitute for the standard ‘ Very briey, their spoken equivalents are utterances that support the enunciation ofa spatial

y P e momma umts of the latte? ' origin: “there is something/someone that...”. The dominant hand, in tum, demonstrates the

2.1.1 DESCRIPTORS AND SPECIFIERS V * ' action that is @X¢°ut@d (usually Of <1iSP1a¢@m¢I1I)-

D ' t ' - ~ .sif;Pt;$;(;I1t;12t Of 1; sequence ofminimally concatenated elements, speciers of
mse ves composed simultaneously ofa Conguration of the hand

-_,,,—.f—

Pomts in space, the only examples ofsigns ofFSL notdescribedby movement, consist

ofasimpleconguration ofthehandcalled “classier”. The inventoryofthesecongurations

is closed and com sed ofdiscrete shapes It is a subset of the speciers mentioned above.(or hands) indicating a basic shape of a movement and of an ' '. . . =
tati f tn . P° ' . _ . . _ ,

hands) indicatm the 1 ti f th ' On? - on O 6 hand (or But in distinction from the latter, which referred to objects or particular individuals withing evo u on o at shape m space of a, positionin that could be a .

g a type, the classiers are rather supercategones ofheterogeneous 0b_]€ClS, grouped accord-location on the body of the speaker the neutral s ' ' -, pace in front ofhim, 1 h
or a Ocanon that as ' ther unex ted Prévert-like inventory much‘been indicated by a standard sign given before ing to their referential form, composing a ra pec ,

Th m0Y@I11eI1t evolves in a continuous manner; but there is only a limited inventory . like the use of numeric classiers in Chinese (e.g., Taylor & Taylor, 1996):

psfctpunfigpfations, which do lrliot vary from one speaker to another. Arepresentative sample ' elongated and vertical form: apolg’ aneedle; thehands ofaclock’ ahuman Standing
I c ess or more , sp erical hemispherical square reetan upright, etc.

- 3 t . gular, oblong, tubular,
vemcal Ion d 1 d 11 ' ~ form with two lateral prongs: a cow’s head, an aeroplane, a snail, a telephone

’ gar‘ at’ Ongan CY Ildcal, bent, crooked, pointed, short-cutandcrew-cut,
radiangr 1a“*°°¢ fa"-Shaped, dripping. flat and long, like a little ball, circular, and with » receiver, etc-
r¢$P¢¢I I0 The Censistency associated with the appropriate mime: soft, rough, pliable,
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The action performed by the dominant hand alsobelongs to a set of discrete and
limited congurations (Cuxac, 1985). Still, the movement representing the nature of the
displacement describes the entire structureofsituational transfer in the continuous domain.

2.1.3 PERSONAL TRANSFER
Personal transfer structures involving the entire body of the signer reproduce one or
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For the following, two points should be mentioned: certain nominal standard signs

can be integrated into fnst-order structures, for instance as locatives ofsituational transfer.

We will examine the conditions later. Also, standard verbs, Sllh as [CHOOSE], [SIT],
[TEACH] etc are included among the personal transfer structures. Sometimes, when

dealing with activities that are not really narrative, the sigI1¢_r_b@°°m*;;t1‘¢r:‘;'fi‘;>/‘:_:‘df’f the
utterance just for the duration of the verbal action. Tlns transition can pe -

various actions carried out or undergone by the actor of the process of statement: most ll 1) by change of the intensity and direction of ga§e1t1HS,l;f$h[t;rE;fi\:3(l)]fttll11<‘Z:%)*::()1Ii
frequently human or animal, but sometimes also inanimate objects (for example, well- _ I directed at a P1'@v1°“l:lY mem°nZ°d P3-It °f th¢ space a mar Pknown stories in FSL have as protagonist a golf ball or a plane.) The narrator “becomes” t Whom the actor mac es’ d ~

. . . . . . . . Y; ' ful od l t' th t otate a movement: e.g. for the standar signso tovspeak the person he is talking about, to the point of looking like him physically for ~ A. b 2) by meamng In . u a,,lZ1S1e sfC) the movement of the verbal signa1 has acertain signers. In order to characterize these structures the Deaf utilize a sign of their ’< i- , [CHOOSE] Wlth pmcaunons Olanguage that signies approximately “role”, or “role taking”.
5‘ larger amPl1u1de-Otherthan situational transfers, s ializedindis l ce e tsandl ali ti l ti , ,

_personal transfers even serve to cairyptiti totality of theaprbncezs. Suclfznufzzturzlsrfoiilglbi:
_ I 2-3 Thl|'d'° rder lCOn'C'tYtranslated as: “(and) here is this guy who is busy doing this or that...” because the action t Third-order iconicity has such disparate elements that it would be appropriate tois considered only in the course of its execution. , if v roceed later with a more detailed classication. Their only point in CO1'I1m011 is that the)?Contrary to the majority of our American colleagues who assign these forms to go not involve reproduction/simulation of shapes in space, but embody temporal relationspantomime, we think for at least two reasons that they may well integrate into Sign (the logical-temporal specication between parts of utterances), as W611 as the mlalionLar1guages- First, absurd utter?-H068 that Still C9-I1 be S8-id, lik “the ¢h0¢°lt@ eats the boy” between anutterance and the characteristics added to it. This is in agreementwith numerouscannot be translated in FSL by the standard signs and structures only. The signer has to it l studies devoted to the notionof iconicity applied to oral languages. Some examples folIOW-utilize a personal transfer and “become” the chocolate. In addition, the cues for the -mental hypotheses are supportedbyananupward gaze, slightly vague anddistant,transferred chan es of the actors e f h ' '

' I

g ar o suc economicsubtlety(closureoftheeyes, looking without the standard signs such as [THINK], [IMAGINE], [BELIEVE],veryibnefly in all directions in orderto enhance thehigh intensity produced next, ultraist [SUPPQSE]a¢fua11 being realizedY ' . .
modication of pOS[l1l‘€) that there 1S no reason not to see the linguistic elements in it. . - pennanenee from the point of view of the signer mamfests itself, among otherThe transfer stiucttues are extremely troubling in that they “wipe out” the subject of indications, by nodding the head: “yes, yes, yes, yes, etc...” or shaking: “no, no,the utterance. An entire history can thus be told without bringing out the point of view of j no no etc " if the gontent of the message is negati‘/¢the narratorwith respect to whathe says.Itis areal problem forDeafchildren to gain access I . the nlnral of ‘certain signs (e.g. [PERSON]), is realized by repeating the signto written French, which does not rely on the story-telling activities transmitted in Sign van-OHS times; usually three times.Lan ua e. T a h h kn ' ' '

g g e c ers ave to ow precisely how the expressive cues manifest themselves , r . the tense ()fan6XpI'CSSIOIl is cued by bending the hand t0“/atds the reafofthe §1gIfrlinguistically during the narration. This issue will be elaborated below.
1 (past tensef’ I told birnj’), bending it forward (future tense, “I will tell him, );

I . the time of what is expressed is indicated by transversely cutting the indleated22- Seconchorder lctmlclty
time (from left to right or from right to left, “that she has left.”).Second-order iconicity affects the standard vocabulary. With respect to the nominals, , - As in numerous oral languages (Seiler, 1983), the degrees 9f exwflllngléliicit is essentially metonymic (the part of the object providing the most striking reference proximity in possession relations, charactenzed by IIl6.21lleh3-l.71hty °_ Capplies to the whole object). Referents are types, rather than particular objects such as f possessed object, are arranged accordingto a structural lmguistic prox1In1t§1'rspeciers and descriptors, or sets ofobjects that are functionally heterogeneous, in contrast between possessor and possessed, exemphed here by a canonical ordering oto the classiers.
the perfonnance of signs:With respect to verbs, iconicity is mostly metaphorical, even if this does not amount 1» the localizer before the localized objectto much, given that metaphors often concem cultural knowledge that already exists with ' determiner before detemiinedrespect to the form of the produced sign. Thus, most mental activities, such as [THINK], the ground before the gure in case of snnultaneity of actions (Action[KNOW], [IMAGINE], [BELIEVE], [REFLECT], [UNDERSTAND], [DREAM], etc. schemes and the order of “Subject Object Verb have been the topicare all localized on the level of the cranium. of a detailed study; Cuxac, I987).

I
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. In mlxed Slggls u? verbmoun dlstmctlon is ma-rk§d b)’ the amplitlld Of the ; L one could uncover even the beginning of a genesis; if the latter, who would pretend that the
nuggrsilgzniiggiicieiegb and by titiai/0 repeats of a brief movement for the noun. same type of vocal productions in babies would constitute proofof their future language?

(One actiglnintemiptii Qililiijgelg i;_aEiI:’IdSbI_3;I‘_3T1i§3-‘1S_°ffu11Sen1ant_1¢ $181131 [CUT] Turning the reasoning upside down, to do so would even imply that one would have to

(expeiience iiilaiioii) %RESPOi\’iSiBLE i])(i$)1gn (_>f°°mP1¢f19I1), [TOUCH] i consider the spontaneous vocal productions ofdeaf speakers as the embryo ofwhat should
i ] OF [ ] ($1211 9f acvlty), [HABIT] become a language for the heanng. Yet, Siero-Guillaume (1989) insists that icomcity is a

. one Way of introdilcing a thematic unit . f “f ' ~ datum of Sign Languages that is non-peitment, in that deaf “speakers”iare not aware of it
end of utterancii Conslsts 0 3-15° questlons Placed at the , when they communicate, or rather that they do not need to be aware of it. But it lSi the way

_[CHOOSE] bii ofstating this as a problem that 1S non-pertinent: nobody has ever asserted that all lmgllistic

[,,SO AND S0,? ii,SP“S n ails if [ SPONSIBLE] [WHO?] production owes, ito its originator, a metahnguistic thought that preceded it, accompanied

_[,,SO AND SO, ,1 [CH'OOSE§) a€lHs8? Wsggas Chose“ - - if itor followed it. It 1S evidently incorrect tostate that themetalinguistic reections of the Deaf
iil ECH THER/\PI5T5]I II i are exempt from any link to a notion of iconicity.

_ for those signs that Ofnecessgiy aiiso sgi has‘ °h‘_)5en- From the linguists have niistiusted the phenomenon of iconicity by assiinilating

be ieuiiliziid 31513116 °¢aE1°n In $P@f°¢-?¢1_0¢aU<_>I1 can . it to pS6l1(1O—I'2llllOIi&11Z8il11OI1S (in particular the resort to etymology) of the speakers of oral

the Sign beiii’g h0iiéY> _Yi{n@?iil'1$ 0 ilinephcrlc pointing without <i , i languages. Next, linguists slowly were forced to acknowledge that discussions held by the

the Sign iiseif (meiaiin iiislgic iiciiili’91I; ling Q5 I0 I11i<'>I1tl0I1¢d 38 Well; point T ii Deaf on their own language had remarkable exiplainatoiryi value with reiSP°f?t to the
references the iefeieiicegaviii biiiiiiiltl’ »i‘i)ii°at:i‘i;¢ i>°%""Hs OT a1}aPh9f1C ¢lI10I1 motivational link between actual practice and their hnguistic counterpart in signs. For

(Which Coiisiiquiintly gdeiciiconsi ct P?-Yh°TbYTh¢f11Ie°t1°f1°fgaZ¢ example, in an experiment on commumcating the place relations iamong a number of
discgiiise vec V2; ue, pointing at a spatial l0¢8tl0n)- Fer objects, Deaf signers used a temporally ordered “execution” which presupposed the

exiiry rizqiuent pointnigs (wieihave observed , ii presence of the placing person (usually the least displaceable of the objects). Since, in FSL,

take into iiiiigi em; Y 1mP0rtanti.i In addition, we have to ii i ; the conguration is expressed by the spatial relations among the objects, and not by

dimmed of ihep: iick Of‘i”e _a"e ieiiilniid llght (ml Slfcally . H functional tools, the message is conveyed when the most displaceable objectp()Si[lOil'1Si1ISClf

[gi ii, ension o ti index nger) which appear i. with respect ito the least displaceable object, which has already been linguistically

only hand (the n0n_d“i5iii’iiiiiiiii he S§m"ifiiit}n_1e or mos? Signs Falllcd Wlih ‘ i-_ spatialized. Similarly, scientic teaching requires numerous lexical creations, and when

value of which appioximiiies agi re lzlng 319 P°1nt1I1g) the Semantic ;f ,, ' multiple neologisms compete, the Deaf justify their choice of one tenn at the expense of
Y 9 eXPF@$$1°I11I1 F1'¢I1¢h- another by its larger iconic value.

. 3_ Morphgdynam ic theuries of iconicity t think that iconicity must be seen foremost as an organizing principle. In fact, the ability of

We yet must interpret the preceding facts while trying to give the notion of iconicity
an epistemological framework, in place of the simple observations so far presented.

First, we will contest the point of view proposed by Frishberg (1975) according to

'>—

Far from being stuck without alternative or with a trivial aspect ofsign language, we

these languages to use the three dimensions of space should, according to all mathematical

logic, multiply the diversity of possible structures. In contrast, we seem to be confronted

with a homogenization ofpossible structures. Let us recall briefly what the Sign languages

havein common‘
:t;ihi:liIiiiiSii§IiiI‘i*;n§‘u1:=‘ii‘:i:V(i:£: :>11S‘lli:i<i:i‘;V1;1i§<§03:fiE>iilIHi‘;Iiiii>iSs.i lifothing iri1iiFfSL sl1PP°rts such a - not only are the class of iconic phenomena of the rst order (speciers and

languagei atlastiniis Written heii sipneiizre i0 f0:1Ih6 demlnillt deiscinptors, structures and transfers) Present in all sign languages, but the

Language (cungmly in the Siiiies iiiimbefs g egflriisiiiw igpractice Sign niimmal units of the schema of forms retained by eve13’ linguistic commumty
eviiiuiioiitnp iaws a o e ear), but these - areiveriy similar from one Slgn Language to another. With respect to the

Neither is there any to in Signs asaglies utilization ofithese structures we have employed the term “anamorphosis

functional exiiiapoliiiioiisicoinpiiiisaiiiig diiiiiiiiiirssiof iisiiii-ii eii0- llldéilllliiilie (1989), principle”whichaccountsbetterfortheirraisondetrethanthatoficomcity. The

adult who did not have to develop this of commiiciiiioiis O save In 6 hearing r anamofphosis pnnciple refers to the translation of fonns into another umverse

There 31¢ basically two polar possibilities for an ex [mad E.th ih 0
iand the evolution of these fonns in the space and time of that l1I1lVCI'S6.i

localized Iiiiiiii Onii ii ieir, ese are fully ,;1;f - Sign Languages also have in common the canomcal structure of not marking the
additionimpoiiiiiiiindividuiii excon o aiifie—ifeatiurinig ilI1 ' ii distinctionbetweenthelocalizerandthelocalizedobjech reectilnigthepraglnatic

and Consequently dtached from Pressl‘/9; actlvellloflglni constraints of the “given”, the stable, the whole, the contaimng, versus the
Y$t°m$- Ifthe ffmef, Ills hard I0 see h0W ;i 1 ' “new”, the displaceable, the part, the content. The complex notion of density,

1
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dened by Thom (1973) seems to us the most appropriate to account for this Similarly, we have been able to observe that standard signs with very iconic (by
pheh_olnenon- ln Paltienlari in Freheh Sign Language (in which loans from the metonymy), fomial characteristics could in some way become “object signs” if the gaze of
eemlhant oral and Written language afe relatively feW) the Orderof the elements the signer was directed on them from the onset of the realization. To this category belong
in the utterance is generally in the direction ofdecreasing density. Also, in a four- Signs like [BOAT] (fonn of the how of a heat), [TREE] (form of the tlnnk and hrahehes),
dimensional language, as FSL iconicity could be characterized, among others, [HOUSE] (fomi ofgabled root), etc. With respect to this we have spoken of “remotivation”
by the neutralization of the oPPositi0I1 eStah1iShed by Thom between structures of these signs, i.e. of a relevant utilization of resources that by themselves have a non-
that facilitate sending the message and those that facilitate receiving it (Cuxae, » i relevant iconicity during non-referential language activities.
1985 .

,~.,,\

Thus, the part used for the whole, which is characteristic of signs (iconic metonymy)) .

° BeYond the tonnal siinilalities hetween the graphsofthe elementary morphologies becomes again the part itself if the sign for the part (the bow of the boat) is watched. The
systematized by Thom (1972), and the concepts which in Sign Language sign may represent the part (the bow of the boat), the whole (the boat), or the whole and
eetrespond With those (tyPe“eapture”, “emit”, “give”, “end”, “fail”, “jump”, fie‘ i its part (the boat and its bow: gaze+p0inting at the form of the dominant hand with the non-
“repeat”) one could mention themetonymies, based on the relationship between ' dominant hand)- Does this iInPlY that it is iinpossihle to utilize these standard signs in
perceptual saliences of the referent and the signing gestures. The same holds for Inetaphorieal eonstn~ietions7 (cuxaci 1937)
parainehie editing of the SignS Of the standard lexicon in; 1) movement This possibility leads us to consider the units of FSL as being multipolar, like the
(morphology of the action), 2) conguration (formal reappearance ofone of the I words of a spoken language. But where words necessitate specic structural framing (“It
peltlelpants of the Proeessi Subject, Object or instrumental), 3) orientation is”, “there is” orarecourse to modalities), forreferencing, signs can easily switch from one
(casual roles adopted by the participants in the process of uttering or of the role to another, simply by using the direction of gaze, because of their iconicity.
utterance), 4) placement (initial or nal location of a displacement process). t An aneedote may illnstrate the great iniponanee of the role plel/ed pY the gs-Ze ln FSL

These characteristics common to Sign Languages, mostly based on the genesis, the and the difficulty for sign readers who can hear, even if they have frequent contactwith l_)eaf
evolution and/or the intenuptions of forms, correspond best with the hypothesis of visual l people’ to ldehhfy the lahghage register they are eohhehted With’ because the trensmoh
anchoring of linguistic representations, as has also been postulated for oral languages. But hem Ohe to the other is Vely hard to pereeh/e_the Consequence of a Single glance’ Often
HISO, the semantic specialization of the eensnnenon parameters of the Signs (placement, very brief. Recently, a hearing friend ofmine asked for the title of a painting by a deafartist.
conguration, orientation, movement) can be related to the most recent discoveries of the A long ahd hgurahve reply fehewed’ which Seemed at rst Sight a sort of descriptive
functioning of the visual system, revealing the Sign Languages to be particularly frultlul I commentary of what was to be seen on the canvas. When this iend mentioned that the
objects of investigation in the framework of so-called proto-linguistics by Petitot (1991). i ieohlehy of the Sigh Ifehghage eeule Weh he the Sheree of Confusion between d.eSCnpuO.n

and title (nominalization), I made him note that his interlocutor had not once directed his

4_ |col-licity and utterance gaze onto his hands and that, consequently, had been dealing with the title of the painting.
The presence/absence of the directed gaze produced the same effect as the presence!

lGon1g heyond the linguistics otreterenee, Observations on FSL, as Well as Ofethef § absence of the demonstrative: “this sunset over the Thames’ ’/’ ’sunset over the Thames”.
blgn anghages allow ns to dene a hYpersPeo1allsat10n” Ofparametric constituents used Just as every parameter ofsign formation is in some manner specialized for indicating

Y signers to Control the teattires of the dtteranee and the Changes of language register the syntactic/semantic relations specic to an utterance grammar, one could, going even

4.1 Hyperspecialisation of parameters
further, present the links interwoven among the signs as indicating changes of register-
trarisitions from one language activity to another. For example, the relations between the

We have seen earlier that the elements relevant for iconicity of the rst order were difeetion of gale and the rnilnie allow the signer to establish the intrusion et expressive
speciahzed for the construction of references. But they can also appear in other contexts, features into the diseohrse - ln a dialogue Where “l” and “yon” are the protagonists of the
and this was the topic of one of our investigations on metalinguistic activities. We asked ntteranee, it is important that the gale of the originator is direeted at the face of his
Deaf ihfehhahts to dene Vet)’ leehle units» Whieh, depending On the Context, could be interlocutore. The signs refer to the process ofwhat is being expressed and the facial mimic
either signs of the standard lexicon or classiers: e.g. [PLANE], or “object with lateral t of the signer tnnotions as a niodal inarlter»
extensions in movement”; [FISH], or “at object, longer than high making a sinuous When the originator of the message is engaged in story-telling activity related to the
movement in advancing”. The gaze of our informants was not directed at the signs while
they were being dened. In contrast, when signs had to be contextualized in a referential

construction of a reference, the triad “signs, mimic, gaze” depends on the type of st1'uCtul’eI

Operation they Were watched by the Signel-_ 2ThelDeaf are extremely embarassed when a hearing signer does not respect this (linguistic) rule

am

and engages in a dialogue relation in which he signs without watching the receiver of the message.
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1.A situational transfer: the gaze is directed at the signs (dominant hand: the action a diaiegue is being represented’ in adeitien tethe semantics ofthe uti1iZed_ Signs
and the agentof the action of the topic; non-dominanthand: obligatory locative). anti the Siihhiation or an interaetion in Personal transfer, manifests itseif in our
The mimicindicates an aspect of the action that is in some way “objective”, i.e. PrineiPai inroriner hY the rnarker or a “rePorte<i iilaiogiie” Yvhieh is rePeateti by
independent of the point ofview of the protagonist, or independent of the effect the opening/eiosiire or the month» oeehrring at the beginning anti at the end or
of the onteome on the protagonist; e_g_ the aetien is extended in tnne, hnef or the quoted discourse. When the quoted discourse continues for along time, the

repetitive. The gaze rests on the signs during the entire message, or is directed marker oPening/eiosnre or the nionth Ina)’ he rePeate‘i Severai tinies-
at a neutral position (after having been directed at the signs), and does not return
to the interlocutor until the dialogue activity has been resumed. 4.2 Visual Anchorage

2. Apersonal transfer (or a double transfer): before the “assumption of the role” by It seems interesting to cross the classications arrived at from the notion of first-,
the initiator, the gaze leaves the face of the interlocutor; it “ees” and “hunts in i S¢¢on<i- and third‘ ortier ieonieity with the hYPothesiS or visuai aneherihg or the iinguistie
all directions”, without xating on a particular object. The facial expression is ’ . representations and Structures (Denes. 1991. from Whom We borrow the denitions-)
as neutral as possible. Next, very quickly, the mimic and the gaze become Considering first-order iconicity (the anamorphosis principle) the specifiers of size and
animated again. The signer has then become the protagonist of the story to he . shape are elements specialized for “a qualitative representation in a spatial reference
told. As such, and because he “is” in another world than that of the situation he ' I5: i _ SY5teinr Ri~ striietiireti bY Statie topoiogieai Position reiations between ohieets anti Piaee5”-
is relating, he cannot stare at the faee of the reeeiver of the message Any gr Forms of situational transfer represent “phases of movement in a spatio-temporal
intrusion in the situation of relating in the midst of the features of the story is 2 ,£ reference system, R2, structured by the coordinates of an object in 1n0ti0n” (tiominant
actually banned. The signs indicate the action, which, transferred into the space if ,1 hand). “With respect to Priviiegeri ioeations” (ioontive or the non-tiolninant hand)-
of the utterance, is apparently happening rather than being related by an it ‘Q The fonns ofpersonal transfer are “representations organized on the basis ofintegrated
Observer. The gaze has become that of the protagonist of the story and does, or predication schemes, reference system R4”, entirely short-circuiting the “spatio-temporal
does not bear on the signs being produced. Ifit does, this simply indicates that i reference system cenued on the person R3” (the subject-speaker)
the action being realized requires from the actorsome visual control (e.g. change i’ ' The direction of gaze has the major role of indicating changes of the referential pole
the time on a watch, hitting a nail.) The mimic conveys information concerning ’ Of the geSlnfe l1nitS- Thus,
the state ofmind of the protagonist of the topic as he accomplishes the action ' 2 I R1 : gaze XeCl 00ntinl1ou5iY on the Sign,
preoccupation, etc.,—or the effect of the action on himself—intensity ofeffort, M R2: on its point of departure or end.
ease, etc. If so, the gaze is directed at the hands, or on the body parts involved in R3: on the partner of the conversation, with all the exchanges between R3 and R4.
the realization of the process. Simplifying to the extreme, in view of the This lastpoint accounts for the redundancy often observed in different sign languages,
complexity of the issue, one might present things in the following way in the and wrongly considered to be mere repetition. Abrief transfer to an R4 without R3, through
Sign Languages, and not only in FSL: i personal transfer of a standard sign, in which the gaze of the signer (actually that of the

. the Signs (Standard er Specic re the Sn-nerure of transfer) are Specialized ‘i transferred subject agent) carefully avoids the co-signer, followed by a repeat of the same

to indicate the progress of the nrreranee_ utterance without transfer (change of mimic), in which the gaze, now held on the

~ the gaze marks the language activities with respect to whether a reference
interlocutor, signals that the message is now taken on by the signer, and the “yes, yes, yes”

is Constructed or mt and other nods of the head reinforce this indication.

- the mimic relates to the state ofmind of the protagonist of the topic during ‘ - -

language activities devoted to the construction of a reference. When, in a 5' lcomclty and system
dialogue, there iS diSSOCiati0n between the two protagonists (“he” or “you” of . Non-linguists experience icoriicityoftenasanobstacleto expressing abstractconcepts.
the utterance versus “I” of the signer),the events of the expression gain the upper I Linguistically thismightbe refonnulatedby doubting that the semantic valueofsigns could
hand and the mimic is a mode that gives information about the point ofview of . i emerge negatively from a schema ofpossible units in a given context. The multipolarity of
the message originator.

3. A last point concerns intrusions in a referential activity of a reported dialogue that

r-——‘»

signs, then, would be restricted to narrative and pragmatic functions.According to the same
view transposed to the areas ofpsycholinguistics and psychoanalysis, the sign languages,

is completely framed in the structures of a personal transfer. The gaze of the non-closed, non-discrete, analogue, ignorantofde Saussiuesradicalprincipleofarbitrariness,
originator xating on an imaginary interieenter, who has been referred to i would rather function according to the laws of the primary process: displacement (the
spatially, should evidently not bearon the addresseeofthe message. The cue that rnetonyniy orStandard Signs), Condensation (simnitaneity orinronnation) and assoeiativity
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(forms evoking one another). For this reason the unconscious could flow into it, as if from j resPeettVety- However’ only the Where setluenee aetlurres a sernantte Value
an open sky, without the defenses and the characteristic censorship of forms of secondary ‘ Whreh rs rhrrerenttrern the surn er the nreantng etlts Parts NeWP°rt ant-tBehug1
order. Sign languages and oral languages would, therefore, be thought of and treated as (1979) have shown that tn ASL ntteranees Sneh as “tne [Ben CHAIR’
epistemologically distinct objects with only partial overlap (Virole, 1990). WARDROBE, ETC---l have htuned, °n1y the Wardrobe has survrved the re”

‘ Somg gxafnpleg Sufgg [Q del-ngnstfatg that icgnjcity dogs not the K’ HI6 l1Ot at ll'lCOl1C6lVblC. ThlS hOldS also fOI' th I'€S€I'Vt1OI‘l that,
differential and systematic functioning ofmeaningful units and does not drag a retinue of though it is eeneeryahtet sueh utterances are unlikely’ as the narrator Prefers to
Object representations in its trait choose items in the sequence other than those which bear on the exception.

- the sign [to OPEN] may recall, or perhaps have as its origin the opening of the two ' Another ihustratren eeneerns the Parr “srnah/targee In spoken French thts
parts of a double door, but in numerous contexts it draws its meaning from a °PP°srn°n runettens tndePendentty er the aetuat size er the ehleetsi “a large
scheme ofelements within which it differentiates itselffrom, among others, [to ant”/”a sn'1ahe1ePhant”- It has etten been asserted that the terueen ether-1, herng
END], and [to RE])()]_ It is often tiansiated nanst einseiy as “hegin"_ In the too referential, did not offer thepossibility of such relative opposition. An
context of an adjeetival predicate this same sign may inean approximately attentive examination shows that it does. It is certainly true that_1n FSL the
“open”, “one who has broad views”. Finally, the conservation ofmovement and ' eXPressi°n or size slneerners is errnnarny translated by ‘just as th_1s”, “Of that
ofits conguration constitute the basisofametaphoricalconmuction like “open

I siZe~ - “Orthat thickness - -”- But sueh a sign rnay he asseerated Wrth a sPee1ne
Qnas heart, or Qne’s mind”, et¢_ i mimic that marks an intervention from the point ofview of the signer. It is this

In [hg Sanig range Qf ideas 3 Subset of the pgrsgnal transfers can be Il'llII‘llC, and It 3.10116 that, Wl.'l€l'1tl'l6OI'lglIl3tOI'l(8BpS6yCCOIlt8.CtWltl'lth€I'6C€lV6!'
established of postures and cultural stereotypical mimics inspired by real-life Qt the message, detennrnes the etlurVa1ent°r°PP°srng Pa1rs“srnah/targe”(aI1d
observations of comic strips, cinema, pictorial art, sculpture, all of which may even “aVerage”)» ‘thin/thtekn» ete-
be decoded on a denotational level, as scene descriptions, but also on a So, for a unique specier “of that thickness”:
connotational level. Thus, scratching the head signies the perplexity of the - frowning the eyebrows and pufng out the cheeks will detail: “and (what
actor, grasping the chin the intensity of thought, rubbing the hands contentment, , I consider to be) large”,
puffing unceasingly on a cigarette nervousness, lighting one cigarette after - squinting the eyes and creasing the forehead together with a rounded
another anxiety, lifting the arms to the sky helplessness. The inventory of these tightening of the lips: “and (what I consider to be) small”,
transfer stereotypes varies greatly from one signer to another. Our principal ~ a light frowning of the eyebrows with a pout: “and (what I consider to be)
infonneroftenuses them andcontinues to create new expressions. Some among average”.
these are reused se rrequentty by the eornrnunrty that they heeerne texreahled Every mimic can be accompanied by mimic markers of intensity such as “very”, “a
and solidify in their metaphoric value. For others, subtle cues allow the receiver little", eta
of the message to attiibute descriptive or metaphoric value to them.

t

The art of the narrator consists of playing on these two levels, without 6. Conclusion
speeinennen nnewing nis entnenee nee intetptetanen Throughout the debate between norninalists and realists, fromCratylus to de Saussure,

~ Another example that demonstrates that the principle of iconicity of the Sign centuries ofphilosophical tradition have imposed on the denition of languages a form of
languages does not contradict the differential value of the lexical units is theorizing in which two viewpoints mutually exclude each other.
supplied by the existence of generic or comprehensive tenns. For more detail In a less dichotomized current scientic context, the Sign Languages help us to
see Newport and Bellugi (1979) on American Sign Language (ASL). In FSL t relativize things, at least somewhat.
genene tenns nke [FURNITURE], tVEGETABLES]’ [FRUIT] are eettnnny l) First by considering "iconic" not as opposed to “arbitrary (in the sense ofabsence
lexicalized, but like [FRUIT], kn ' 3.1 ' lik ' ' ' ' ”’ ew nntnetens regten vnrtante er’ e ofresemblance between referent and the sigmfying partof the sign) ,but as one
WEGETABLES] er [FURNITURE] ate nnknewn to tnanY signers AS to the pole of a continuum in which the direction chosen depends on the constraints
latter, conceptual equivalences are realized by the concatenation of two or three ' imposed by the channel used (One- ni fnnndiinensinnai), and perhaps more
of the more frequent tenns belonging to the scheme of the so-called category: difcuh perceptual disennnnannn of the kind of anditai-y saliences than Qf
thus [CARROT, POTATO, CABBAGE] followed by the Sign [ETC...] means visuai Saiiences
[VEGETABLESl- Snnnarry [NEWSPAPER TELEVISION ETC l and 2) On the other hand from the oint of view of the epistemology of language, ’ ' as sc , ‘N ea t p[PLANE,TRAIN,VEHICLE,ETC---] IHeaI1“fI1ed1a and means ettranspert » activities one could see that the Saussurian value, and the language system of
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differences are more closely related to a functional characteristic and aparticular A"‘s‘°'d“m: J°h“ Bmlamms
polarity among languages, i.e.the metalinguistic activity, than the intimate being
of “The Language” ! '

The following contradiction, then, is only apparent. The metalinguistic dimension A nOmY r U h I Ou I
can be seen in the framework of child development as present only’ in the form of
predisposition, or can be seen as something that systematically affects the child.

1) by the adult language activities that surround it,
William H. Edmondsor2) by its belongingness to the species, considered in a symbolic framework woven Cognitive Science Research Cent“

‘ t f diffin a ne o erences. School of Computer Science
There is no reason, then, to oppose the points of view represented in the two different The University 01 Birminghaepistmologies,

EdgbaSIQn,
. ' . U 't d K' d1) epistemology of the ontogeny and of the development of the child (words for 1 overview m e mg om

things, then for absent things and the principle of aiiamorphosis, before the '
Welds eeneemlng the Welds’ Multimodal interaction with a computer can only take place to the advantage of tht

Deplstemelegy eflhePhylogeny and eflhe (qualllallve?) leap eflhe SPeeleS(W°l‘ls user, with efcienc and smoothness, when the system is built to support the variety antY
eeneemlng Welds and the Pnnelple of ladleal alblllannessl structure of behaviours required by the user. In order to build such a system the designei

must understand the complexities of these behaviours and to this end it is proposed that 2

7, References taxonomical approach is useful-—it sets out what the users might do and it thereby clariei
. . . the notion of multimodal as being a set or blend of different behaviours.Cuxac, Ch. (1985) Esquisse d’une typologie des Langues des Signeslournéed ‘Etudes no. i0,Ai4t0urde Further the taxonomical approach makes it easier to identify the interface as u

la Langue des signes , June 3, 1983, U.F.R. de Linguistique Générale et Appliquée, Université René _ _ ’ , . . . b bl b haviouri B S StematicallDescmes (Pans V)_ 35_60
< intermediary between auser s intentions and their 0‘ serva e e y y 3

Cuxac, Ch. (1987) Transitivité en Langie des Signes Frangaise (L.S.F.). In D. Francois-Geiger (Ed.) La Categmlzlng behaviours and lmentlons the Cognltlve Selentlst enables the deslgllel K
transitivité et ses corrélats . Centre de Linguistic, travaux no. 1, U.F.R. de Linguistique Générale et dispense with ad hoc categories of interface technologies which have no utihty a:

APP|iqué@» Univfsilé René D<'>S<>I1¢S (Paris V), 15-50 generalizations. The functionality of the interface, and of each component in a multirnoda
Descles, I.-P. (1991) La prédication opérée par les langues (ou E1 propos de l’interaction entre langage et interface Should be identigd in relation [O jntgngn and behaviour, not in [6I'lT1S Of tilt

perception). Langages , T03, “L'0bjet sens et réalité" p 83-96
. . . . . I . . ’ . . . technology itself.

Fnshlgiirgzslglg 225) Arbleanness and ‘comely: hlstoncal Change m Amencan Slgn Language Language’ Thepaper is an elaboration ofworkoriginally presented atMaratea, and sincedworker
7 '

, , . - . - 4 ' ' 7 rtNewport, E. and Bellugi, U. (1979) Linguistic expression of category levels. In E. Klima and U. Bellugi On. In‘ the onginal spirit it is offered here more as a think piece than a fully SLlpp0 64

(eds) The signs of language. Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University Press, 225-242 Sclfintlc T9511“-
Petitot,J. (1991)Synta eto olo 'eet ramm ' e 't' e.La , 103, “L' b' t, t ' l't "', 97- .

X P gl g 311' COgl'l11V ngages 0 ]8 S€7lS€ TEE l 6 2-

Seiler, H. (1983) Possession as an operational dimension of language. Tiibingen: Giinther Narr Verlag . . - - th - t was made tha
Sero-Guillaume, Ph. (1989) Plaidoyer pour une approche génétique du signe de la L.S.F. Revue Générale In the ongmal presentanon at the Workshop in Maratea 6 p .

- - ' : dirde l'en.seignmenz des décients auditifs, no. 2, 73-80 behaviours with computers appeared to be restricted to a_ few distinct types Sf;
Taylor, I & Taylor, M. M.. (1996) Writing and Literacy in Chinese, Korean, andJapanese. Amsterdam: manipulation, S616Ct1OI‘l, (1CSC1'1ptiOI1, iIiSti'LlC[1On, and information. It was further sugge

John Benjmilw that understanding multimodality in HCI meant that designers had to understand thesi
Thom, R. (1972) Srabilite’ structurelle et morphogenese . Paris: Ediscience. Categories and how to bui1dgm¢rfa¢eS (or interface components) to suit them. SubS@ql1¢I1Il1
Thom, R. (1973) Sur la typologie des langues naturellesz essai d’inteipretation psycholinguistique. In (Edmondson 1993) the categories were elaborated and it was also Suggested that it W3

Modeles mathématiques dela morphogenése Paris‘ Ch Bourgois 243-259
. ' ' ‘ ' ’ ' t t' ll as their behaviours.Virole, B. (1990) Figures du silence. Paris: Edition Universitaire, Emergences  Smnd the user S In en Ions as We

‘Work on this paper,and attendance at the Meetinhavebeen made possible by a gr&I1tl0 Ih? autho

from Apricot Computers Ltd., a subsidiary of Mitsibishi Electnc UK Ltd.
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